
Without dedicated technology, paying your employees becomes a long, 
manual, error-prone process that relies on payment rails that weren’t 
designed for payroll payments. 



The funds travel through numerous intermediary banks, with added fees 
and slow processing at each location.



The result is an inefficient process, hidden fees, and an unnecessary split 
between payroll and payments, causing:

Payroll Payments 
Needed Its Own 
Technology. 


 So We Built It.
Introducing: Papaya Payroll Payments, the first payments 
execution platform embedded into global payroll tech.



Process global payroll and make payments to employees, 
authorities, and benefits vendors – through a single 
platform in over 160 countries.

Introducing Papaya Payroll Payments – 
Automated and Embedded

Papaya Payroll Payments is more than new technology. It’s a shift to automated, cost-efficient, optimal, 
on-time, and accurate payroll payments – a solution fitting for what is obviously your top priority.


Our initial approach is already groundbreaking. We start with the date payments must arrive and work 
back, calculating all the possible delays we might encounter - allowing us to guarantee global payroll 

payments in up to 72 hours.


And because it’s all done in-house, we can monitor the flow of funds end-to-end.

Late payments


Payment providers focus on when 
your funds leave your account, not 
when they land with your 
employees, causing possible delays.

1
Incorrect identification


Even if funds land on time, your 
employees see them delivered in 
the name of the payroll provider, not 
your company.

2
Undesignated payments


Payments often land at your 
employees’ banks without being 
designated salary payments, 
requiring banks to run extensive 
checks before releasing the funds 
to your employees.

3

Why One-Size-Fits-All Doesn’t Work 
with Payments



Faster Transfers and Precise Funding 


Our transfer processing algorithm results in the 
most efficient working capital possible.

Ultimate Debtor


We developed our own payments network, so we 
can ensure that the payment receiver will see the 
payment as initiated by your company - not Papaya, 
an intermediate bank, or a third party.

Full Value Transfer


We deliver every cent you requested to your 
workforce. If an intermediate bank adds 
charges, we resolve it, not your employee.

Payment Classification


Payments are marked on delivery, so banks know 
they are receiving salaries, tax payments to 
authorities, or payments to vendors, reducing time 
for screenings and preventing credit-score issues.

Virtual Wallet Capabilities


Turn your payroll funds into a more flexible and 
accurate asset, optimizing your working capital.

Optimal Transfers and Processes


Papaya is licensed in major global markets to hold 
and transfer funds, allowing us to streamline efficient 
KYC processes and use the best rails for your needs.

€ 35,560.05 EUR
Missing funds Jan, 31

- 77,439.95 € 

Required funds Statement

Required funds - All payments expected to be paid by wallet
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Upgrade your 
payroll 
payments

Find Out How

Papaya’s payments gives us the 
control and assurance we need 
over our payments process, that 
everything will be paid on time with 
the specific approval chains we 
need.
Michal Zehori, VP Finance | Bizzabo

https://www.papayaglobal.com/schedule-a-demo/

